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PLEASE MAKE AIL CHEQUES ETC PAYAM T TO S EKINS

C HESS MATE.

CHESS MATE is the first, and probably the only chess game thai

will ever appear for the SAM, it is a joint game between Jupiter

and Quazar. It has 16 bit sound {with the Quasar soundcard), 8

skill levels, choice of who starts, let the computer move for you

and take back move. All this, together with the many computer

opening moves make it one of the most addictive games on SAM.

CHESS MATE is out now, and costs only £9.99

S
PROGRAMMING IN SAM C.

PROGRAMMING IN SAM C is a book all about, well. Programming in SAM C.

The book has nearly 60 pages, including nearly 20 pages of source code, which includes examples of many
different routines (stars, scrollers etc.), plus a couple of full games. Also included, for completeness, are

printouts of all the header files (more up to date than the C manual).

; make about 50p per book, but to help others tc o grips withWe wrote the book not to make a profit -

SAM C and encourage them to use it more.

PROGRAMMING IN SAM C costs a mere £5.00 and is available only from Jupiter Software.

BURGLAR BOB (sorry, not much space for a description)

Burglar Bob is our latest platform game It has four targe levels of increasing difficulty, two scenery graphic:

sets and a completely wacky style ofplaying (try not to kill the nasties!). Burglar Bob costs only f4.00

Wc have reduced the prices on all of our older software titles;

NAME OF mw. OLDPKKB NEW PRICK NAME OF ITEM. (1L0PR1CE NEWPRJCE
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thing just never
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17 Shop! Bargain
Basement (Or

something like that.)

32 The Road to
oblivion.

act like children,

cleared up. and w
:o the pub. All In all a very nicfHello, people, and welcome to

another issue of Crashed, the on!)

SAM & Spectrum magazine with

free enchaladas in every copy,

(Enchaladas not available In somi
areas due to something or other).

Anyway, what's been happening,

eh? Well, the Crashed web site is

up and running, with caricatures of ne wants to...). As well as the

all the writers, highlights of past mags and glossy posters. -"

Well be at the Gloucester fair on
the 19th ot April, where Bob
Brenchiey has the pleasure of

having to put signs up, get there

early, have problems and so on
(though I'll go to the pub for him If

Issues, and lots m
Check it out. the address is In

Stuff.

The main news of the day.

however, has to be the shock sale

of Fountain PD to Prism. The sale

has been predicted within the

have the software range there, at

lower prices than normal.

Whether Colin Macdonald wiil be
there or not. I dont know. Will

people accept the new
management as Fred Publishing

without someone from tti
'
"

Crashed crew, but not publicly. The Fred to validate them? We'll have

shock is the buyer; Dave Fountain

and Martyn Sherwood haven't

always seen eye-to-eye, but Dave
said "I wish Martyn all the best for

the future' in his recent press

release. Here's hoping that Prism

decides to de-compllcate his

pricing to something nearer

Fountain's five pence per item

The timing of the sale could well

i something to do with the

) wait and see. Hopefully Colin

will be there, along with Elvis... I

mean Colin Anderion. The scary

thing Is that I've got a new boss
when cc-edttlng Fred magazine,
but thankfully I've shared a stand

next to him at Gloucester before

now and I know he's a nice bloke.

Prince Of Persia has arrived; not
only is the full game out, but
there's a one-level pre-release

demo floating about which I've

launch of Channel Five, which has played and it's lovely. The pro-

long been;
Read the news item about it in

Stuff for my opinion on the matter.

Whether myself or Dave Is right,

it's the outcome of the launch that

i On a lighter note, the Second
I Northern SAM & Spectrum Show

took place on the 22nd of

February. There's no show report,

as very little happened that hasn't

happened before. I put up signs

the week before, opened up early

on the day, got problems piled on
to me all the time, got moaned at

by Malcolm McKenzie, watched

release is full of bugs, in black and
white, and Isn't as good as the

SAM version, but the final version

is reported to be much better.

Whether it will be popular among
Spectrum users remains to be
seen With no official release

taking place, and distribution

limited to PO libraries and friends

copying disks, it will be hard to tell.

Suffice to say, though. Prince Of
Persia is long overdue on the

Spectrum.
Anyway, I'll be off, then. See you



stuff
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Well, that's what this info-release
"set says, anyway. The MB-02>

version of the interface whi

". However, the MB-02+ not or
.3 up to four disk drives (DD

drive at 840k/HD drive at I.Bmeg), i

n also expand your Speccy '3 memor*
er 512k, ia completely tape
impa title, has a Kempston joystick/

'ay I allel and
hannel two-

has a software-

ditle piece of
facilty.

It really ia

planned for it, including a sound card
(similar to the Quazar for the SAM by

lunda of things), a hard drive an
CD-B ~C-::iP71

digitiser, a new version of the DOS,
and something called 2H-OS/3, which
looks like being a GUI for the Speccy,

which is best descibed by the bumph
here; "...interactive horror adventure
Thousands of high quality pictures and
film-animations, wonderful sound
reproduction and perfect payability . .

fill pictures are created by a
revolutionary technology using 72
colours and full screen multicolour
(MultiTech72)." There's lots of quotes
from crazy European Speccy coders on
the back, but I'll spare you them. The
price is 310 DM (around 110 quid I

think) for the basic unit, though
you'll need a disk drive to go with it

If you're intereeted, the people in
the know are Sintech, and you can get
hold of them at Gastaeckerstr. 23,
70794 Pilderstadt, Germany. (AC)

Ha-pi Bud-dai (repeat ad nauseum)

Right. I dont care what anyone says. I didn't

nick this from Format. They printed before

we got the chance; I researched it myself.

OK? Right. Firstly, the Zilog Z80 chip which

all our SAMs & Speccies have inside will be

21 years old in April, and the ZX81 will be 16

sometime this year, too. Which makes it

above the age of consent now. The

Spectrum, however, will have to remain a

virgin in the eyes of the law for another year

or so (though we all know what it gets up to,

eh?). (AC)

Ekki -ekki-ekki ptoingfewnghnw

The EIGHTH (count It, the 8thl) Gloucester SAM &

Speccy Fair is going to be held on the 19th gl April, in the

i
usual place, at the usual time. (That's in Quedgeley, in

Gloucester, from 10.30 for those in the dark.) For those of

you who are new to the scene or really are clueless, send

an SSAE to Format Publications, 34 Bourton Road,

Gloucester. GL4 OLE. or call 01 452 412 572 for more I

details. We'll be there, as will show stalwarts Format, SD
Software and Fred Publishing, among other lovely people.

'

The SAM S Spectrum shows are a really good day out, so

it's well worth turning up even it you came to the Northern

show near Leeds in February, and we'll be happy

you again. (AC|

fflSDotBTCOD uffifflii @®@® VOTGtt 'tf®®®

k's happened, SAM-chums. Colin Macdonalds (probably

temporary) departure from Fred Publishing has left SAM
users without a Scottish idol to look up to. Colin handed

over control to Saturn Software. long-Ume publishers of

SAM disk mag Network Sigma, on the first of March. The

only change is the address. The new address is

Fred Publishing, S Ivanhoe Drive, Westfields, Ashby de la

Zouch. Letcs. LE65 2LT.

Don't worry if you've sent stuff to the old address, it's being

handled. Fans of MacD will be pleased to know that he

intends to turn up at 'he (.itiiucestcr fair. so lookout for htm

there. Interestingly enough. Ashbe de la Zouch is not only

where ilicy make KP crisp*, but is i

the a it than . (AC)

ALT.NERD.03SE55IVE.

Crashed now has a World Wide Web site, toulesy of our ncwdi

Stewart Skaidon Its unite snazry, and should be getting fuller

Check II , ml. you'll fil

NSSS pages and Stev

http ://www. argonei .o



Stuff

Number five'' Number five! Number

five? Doo-doo-de-doo

The ever-imminent launch of Channel S is bringing

concern to many owners of Specrrums, SAMs. C64s.

Antlgas, PlayStations, NinicnJoM? - basically anyone

who owns a computer which connects to o TV via the

UHF socket. Personally, 1 think [he problem is being

blown out of proportion - even if there IS u problem,

there's an easy fix. While Channel 5 was on test in

Leeds. I took the chance to hook up a couple of

computers (C64, Speccy) to a TV via an aenal switch,

the computer in one input, the TV antenna in the other.

When switched to Channel 5, the computer interfered

with the TV signal, but when switched on to the

computer. Channel 5 DID NOT interfere with the

plugged in at the same lime as the computer, my tests

were harsher than a usual set-up. Though hardly

conclusive. I'm confident there won't be a problem.

The fault occurs when the antenna signal is being

passed THROUGH a conflicting piece of equipment.

such as a satellite receiver or VCR, which is used si

So slop moaning, Dave. (I just hope I'm right...!)

(AC)
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has been sold to Martyr. Sherwood's Prism PD
for the rumoured sum of one pence. Dave
Fountain will continue to run PPD until
March 26th, when Martyn will take over.

known library in the world, with an
estimated 770 sound and graphics demos and

personal readons for the sale, muttering
something about his girlfriend telling him

nerd. It is not known whether Prism will

said "I'm pleased to pass on my library to
Prism, and I hope he will do a good job
with all ray discs. I'm agains compilation-
only libraries, so Prism was the natural
choice to continue my work... I'm still
going to write programs and articles, and
I'll now have the quality time to do just
that." In deference to his girlfriend's

Dave will continue to write his PD column
in Crashed, in addition to other
activities. Prism PD ' s address can be found
in Post Box (AC/DFj

SuflOglGu ®0 0PS1DD

Or is it Iraq? 1 forget. Anyway, a Russian (or Russians) has released Prince Of Persia for the Spectrum.

It's technically illegal (it's not licensed as tar as we know) and unavailable in the UK (apparently the

Russian programmer isn't interested in marketting it in Western Europe anyway), which makes it alright

for us to copy it around. I've laid my hands on a copy but haven't received it vet, so keep your eyes open
for a review sometime, (AC)

Just In case you were wondering who all of the

wonderful people are that make Crashed possible, si. John Swa

here's some juicy Information;. s ' Jotm (wnk

Apparently He' m ms sany-twenties, is one

Allan = ii) ve;.its da. and ron-v? '

ro r,- Lei-OS but ones to University in
But we IN<b him anyway.

Nottingham. He's been editing Crashed since isiue ii.-n Oi.-ob.-r -an.

and wears colourful shins. E-mail him an CC603050(Sntu ac.uk it vou
Mark Bennett -

Mark has been

Reviewer. Lancastrian

Stewart Skarfl on - Designer, Writer, Birj-Time-Buyer ady-twenDes. andonginaty

page layouts for Crashed. He's anly recently joined the Crashed team
orgrve him. eh?

SnT*Tfg™n^l^ Robert cm lion Tips Page, Bmmmy
those who like that sort of thing.

Game On, our tips section.

Mark Sturdy - Writer. Founding Editor, Posh Git

Mark was the guy who started the whole thing oft. It's all his fault' The

language known only to a lucky lew Ihousanr

largest Spectrum games collections on the p

So there you have it. Oh the strain of being famous..



Spectrum reuieiv

Inferno
PUBLISHED BY proxima

PRICE £7

AVAILABLE FROM Trading Post - {See Post Box)

OUT Now

Reviewed By @Q„ ^®Gra|

zontally scrolling shoot 'em up.

erno does rot endear itself to you the

time you load it. The first thing you

know what suckers they can be. Then you

notice that the graphics are of ths large and

everything has to move by character

squares making the controls imprecise.

Then you remember that you'd really like lo

be wished a Wombling Merry Christmas by

4es.(r*j.youdo '

Iroyed with a particular vr

completed it n

of weapons m

become a very rare species these days; a
new game 'or the Spectrum. Given that

there are thousands of games available for

the Spaccy. I suppose it must he pretty

aoddamnblasiit hard to come up with an
original ooeept tor a game. However, you

game is basically the computer equivalent i

a Les Dennis joke. |Are you Irving to tell rr»

that Les Dennis tells jokes? -A bemused
reader)

H you are thinking that maybe there is

enough of this type of game in your

collection (maybe Zynaps, R-Typa.

controls accompanied by a different screen telling

ii-j j the rteit stage of the story or the

LOVCly anU battle against the enemy. Upon

...... ,_j slowly approach a

presented fJS.f** 1JS
evBr",a"y

specific spacecraft or installation n

protecting Inendly ships or tinding

hidden object. Basically, though, you just

groovy tunes {in both 48k and 12Bkmode)

parallax scrolling, and the levels often have

ie distinct graphics. The game is supplied with

/thing and whilst largely unimportant to the

gameptay, do add to the athmosphere.

it's a very good game. The only major

secondhand titles. But there are

Hot' so few new Speccy games
appearing these days, so you

have nothing else to spend it or

for a couple of months, its so

good, in fact, that it's HOT. (Oh.

no. This means that Stewart

s. has to design the HOTI symbol. Or maybe

combinations o enar ies. Some can only be

lo get Ihe game going

B-

M\

thing is on about. Anyway,
1 did manag



The Pos tie's Sack

ar Allan.

Thanks tor issue 17 of Crashed -

another good 'un. This is probably a
stupid question, but who on poo is Mr.

Blue Sky?
I'd like a T-shirt, but I am dangerously

close to being charged extortionate

amounts by those wankers al NatWest
tor going overdrawn by 8p tor a couple

ot days.

When you say you are at University in

Nottingham, do you mean you're at the
Trent thing or the other one?

I did get along to that Retro Gaming
Exhibition at HMV in London.
Unfortunately there had been a huge
rainstorm the night before, which
meant that halt the store was soaked
through, including, ot course, the

Speccy bit. Arse. What a waste of

quality equipment, it only the chart

singles section had been destroyed.

I hope to see you at the 2nd NSSS.
But knowing my lack ol money/get up
and go/good car/eto, I probably won't

Sorry to see you didn't

make it to the 2nd NSSS.
Which lack of was it?

NO STYLE WHATSOEVER

Dear Crashed,

Thanks for reviewing my
new demo that I didn't know
anything about, and it's still

not finshed so I hear. I'll try

to make the next NSSS as
long as we are playing

another crap team that

beats us. Yeah, see you there

About this argument about Star

printers being crap or not. It's actually

quite simple. Star printers are cheap
and nasty, and have no style

whatsoever A bit like the owners.

Can I start the next argument? I think

Original Dorrtos are tops, but Claire

prefers Sizzlin' Barbecue. Neither of us
liked Tangy Cheese, but we had just

cleaned our teeth before eating them.

Hi, St. John. For you
|

and others who were .

wondering what the
: CRASHED
16, The Avenue

Mansion

Leeds

LS15 8JN

credits bos was
referring to, it's an

E.LO. song. Hope
that settles it.

The T-shirt has got

your name on it. (Well, not literally. It's

got the Crashed logo on it, actually).

And I'm at the Nottingham Trent

University, not the other one.

Shame about the Retro Gaming thing.

It only the dance music section had
been destroyed. Still, at least one of us
got there, eh?

New Cross SEB.

Thanks for the letter, Amanda. If

anyone wants to sue anyone about th

printer comment, then complain to

someone else. There's a disclaimer o

page three, and we mean it. Apart

from the bit about Steve Nutting's

underpants.

I ORDER BACK

Dear Sir,

I have read about your "Crashed" on
8Bit magazine. Please send me more
information about your magazine and

-
,
FREE DISK. How can

;
!

I subscribe? At which

i
I
price? May I order

back numbers? Back
numbers have the

I FREE DISK? At

I
which price? How can

,
I order software? At

__ which price? Do you
have a list?

I have a Spectrum 128k (the original

black one) with Multiface "

"

Interface 1 , 1 Microdrive and +D.

Hello, Di Donna.

I know IVe sent a personal reply, but

I've printed it because It's nice to have
readers so far away. They're all

genuine, too - that guy from Athens
last issue is real. Which reminds me -

I've got to send out those budges
Badges. I mean badges.

As for the disks, I've got a few left.

Andy did far too many, so I've been
using the spare ones as blanks...

Ed.

CONVENIENCE AND HOPE

Dear Sir,

I got your name and address from an
excellent item In Amiga Format by
Simon Goodwin, and since I own both

a Spectrum +3 and an Amiga 1 200

1

would be very interested to learn more
about the magazine you run for

Spectrums and/or Spectrum
emulators. In fact, this letter was
printed using a Spectrum.

I have had some success using

ZXAM on my Amiga but only with 48k
games as it seems to refuse to

recognise 1 28k games and the
dreaded hyperloads, I wondered if you
could proffer any help concerning the

latest emulators and if they are any
better or is the solution still just to get

hold ot an old Spectrum and forget

about emulation? This is where your
magazine might help in providing me
with contacts for sources of old

hardware.

Hi, Wayne. You were the first person to

write from the mention we got in Amiga
Format, And Simon Goodwin's a great

bloke, and Crashed reader, by the

way. As for emulators, the only ones
I've used are Mac Speculator on the

Apple Macintosh and JPP on the PC.
Simon says they hacked his article

quite a lot, so there were probably

more answers in there. Even with an
emulator though, you don't get that

Spectrum feel; no crap keyboard, no
TV signal drift, no, erm, Sinclair logo.

Anyway, I'm going to try and put

together an article in which various

writers tell us of their preferred

emulators on different platforms, which
should give you the expert's choice.

Expect it nexf issue (but don't put any
money on it, that's all).

Ed.
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Nineteen ninety-six. [he

year that changed the world.

With the exception, that is, of

bits that contain SAMs and

Spectrums. Comings and

goings occured, but all in all,

last year echoed the pattern

set by the previous two:

steady, unspectacular

business-as-usual, helped by

lots of worthy fanzines, PD
libraries, programmers and

the like, and marred slightly

by the inevitable contingent

of meglomaniacs and

blithering incompetents.

Read on, and wipe away
those tears of nostalgia as

Sturdy makes up the bits he

can't remember properly . .

.

January

Malcolm Mackenzie, glutton for

punishment that he is, took

over responsibly lor David

Ledbury's Phoenix operation,

re-naming it Persona and

bracing himself for all the, er,

messages of good luck from

Phoenix's many, many happy

customers ... the SAM hard

drive finally appeared . . . issue

13 of Crashed (December's,

natch) arrived, and I decided

against returning as editor . . .

James Waddington popped up

again after a longish absence

from the Speccy with Classix

and his Games Finder service .

. . Derek Morgan announced

the SAM digitiser to be

imminent, although whether it

was ever actually produced is

any bugger's guess . .

.

February

Issue 8 of SAM Prime

surprised everyone by actually

being released, then promptly

closing down ... the 8-Bit

Alliance was launched, and

went on to revolutionize the

SAM and Speccy scene as we
know it . . . Sintech announced

the release of Color Draw,

which went on to revolutionize

the Speccy graphics scene as

we know it (well, it would have

had anyone bought it) . .

.

March

The first issue of Blitz, Steve

Pick and Persona's new SAM
diskzine, appeared and

showed lots and lots of

promise . . . Kevin Gurd

released his Speccy voice

recognition unit . .

.

Beal has any sense of
Chicken e

responsibility at all, he will Jonn^
apologise in public for this

now-lege'

libellous attack on my good Joe 90s

name and confess that in issi
review of

2 of Fish, he spelt "glad" as love,V Le

"gald"!!!! Honestly, death's tc
by inserti

good for him. Matt Beal is 39
referenc*

years old and still lives with hi
interview

mum. It's true. AND REALL!
REALLY IMPORTANT. IF YO

DISAGREE, YOU ARE
COLLABORATING WITH THI Zedd-Sc

BEAL MENACE. a SAM s

egoman

May yet> *
-

flogging

Er, did anything happen in i

May? It seems not.

June
Issue 3

- it latei

Pick ha

now liv

Norway

with be

April

Allan, Mark B and I trooped

down to the Gloucester Show;

Clarkson can still be heard

repeating the phrase "I can't

believe how much of a success

it was" ... the arrival of Z2,

The Thing Monthly, and Cookie

and Rookie's fabulous Based

On An Idea within a week or

two of each other sent us

backflipping across the room .

.

. Persona released Protracker,

and the multitude saw that it

was good . . . Matt Beal fired

the opening shot in a battle that

is ripping apart the Spectrum

scene even as we speak. If

The first IE8A newsletter

appeared and proved to be

characteristically neat and tidy

. . the weather became

uncharacteristically nice for a

little while, and I misbehaved if

wn0 cc

Oxford , .

.

PaPer
'

came *

indeec

happe

My copy of 22 finally arrived . .

(is tfia

. the First Northern SAM and
Form

^

Spectrum Show was llkely

announced and the entire
°* afl^

population of Wetherby
comp

i

July

emmigrated . . . issue 2 of Blitz

came out, and was publts

spectacularly wonderful, and ^ou

we all started waiting with

bated breath for the arrival of ^^
issue 3 in September because

it was without doubt the best
pracl

thing about owning a SAM ... I

know

issued a response to Mr. Seal's
man '

unjustified attack which was far p

fairer than he deserved . , .

issue 1 5 of Crashed came out,

heralding the release of Ice



Chicken and Atomix, and St.

John bewildered us all with the

now-legendary "herd of naked

Jog 90s" reference in his

review of the latter ... the very

lovely Leah warmed our hearts

by inserting hundreds of Pulp

references into the Terry Ekins

interview . .

.

Zedd-Soft released Conquest,

a SAM strategy game tor

egomaniacs (no, I haven't got it

yet} . . . Trading Post started

flogging Sintech's software . . .

September

Issue 3 of Blitz failed to appear
- it later transpired that Steve

Pick had fled the country and is

now living the life of a monk in

Norway because he was fed up

with being the only SAM owner
who could draw ... the first

paper edition of The ZX Files

came out. and was very good
indeed ... the first NSSS
happened and was fairly good
(is that okay, Allan?) . .

,

Format, the magazine least

likely to admit to the existance

of any SAM/Specrrum-releated

companies other than

themselves, surprised us all by

publishing a resource directory

(you know, like we do at the

back of every issue) ... the

boy Clarkson upped sticks from

Leeds to Nottingham, and

practically everyone who
knows him (including me)

managed to lose his new
'phone number . .

.

October

Amstrad launched the PcWt6,
a new 8-bit computer (so why
stop making the Speccy in the

first place then, eh? Eh? EH?)

. . . Revelation Software

released a SAM 'conversion' of

Elite, which was radically

different to the Speccy original

and reminded thousands of

SAM owners how worthwhile

upgrading was ... a SAM and

Spectrum show was held in

Gloucester; I stayed at home . .

. Grafix Wizards put out some
Rather Useful Utilities . . . Fred

released Momentum, which

they described as "a veritable

feast of interactive

entertainment", playing down
the fact that it was, yes,

another SAM puzzle game . .

.

November

Format announced that they

had "purchased the rights"

(raucous laughter) to the

SAMCLOCK . . . meanwhile.

Bob announced on the internet

that he was planning to launch

a new-look SAM but he didn't

want too many people knowing

about it for the time being; I

promptly told every SAM user I

could think of, but they already

knew . . . Urn. Things seem to

have quietened down these

last few months. Possibly

someone tipped 1 996 on its

side so that all the important

bits fell to one end. Or

something . .

.

December

The SAM celebrated its

seventh birthday, and its

production was moved from

Swansea to Gloucester (boo)

.

. . I discovered the delights of

The Divine Comedy. All

together now; "I met a girl, she

was a frog princess, and yes I

do regret it now. But how was I

to know that just one kiss could

turn my frog into a cow? You

don't really looooove me, and I

don't really mind. (Ba-ba, ba-

ba) 'Cause I don't love

aaaaanybody, that stuff is just a

waste of time. Your place or

mine?"

And there you have it. 1997
will doubtless be the year

when lots of incredible, 686-

beating SAM software

appears, Spencer Poole

returns from the dead and
reveals himself to be Alan

Miles in disguise, and West
Coast Computers take over

the world from their base in

Rhyd-y-Fro. Meanwhile, lots

of fabulous new games and
utllltes will appear for the

Speccy, promoting a massive

renaissance. Sir Cllve will

buy back the Speccy from

Amstrad and have massive
success with the launch of

the +4, Your Sinclair will

return, and we'll all live

happily ever after. Or
possibly some more
mediocre games will come
out, along with one or maybe
two fairly good ones, neither

the MiDGET, Statues of Ice,

nor the SAM HDOS will

appear, and no issues of Z2

will be published. Whatever.

01 ;/:[:! II h



SUM reuieiv

SupaToot)
BY Daton

PRICE £5

AVAILABLE FROM Supplement software

OUT Now

|
Reviewed By M\sm

mean, it's Pipemania. basically. But

Supa-toob Is, however, a great

game. For those ot you in the dark,

the idea is to lay pipes (from a
selection available) irom one end ot

the screen to the other. It may sound

easy, but there are pre-laid pipes on

each screen which you must

incorporate into your tinal pipe-line.

That's the hard bit - the pre-set pipes

are usually laid in such an awkward
way that you run out ot time before

you've had chance to do it and have

right. I don't know how many levels

there are, but throughout I tound

myself either cutting it fine or running

out altogether. The time limit adds to

the difficulty curve, which is spot

on, each level is a challenge but

you never teel flustered or out of

your depth. The levels do get

harder, too - I'm on level 23 right

time limit keeps on catching me outl

Luckily, mere's a three-number

passcode for each level which helps

the game no end. If there wasn't a
passcode the game would be boring

oplay
through completed levels

every time.

The graphics are nice

and functional, though

nothing special and
perhaps a little dated. Thankfully,

everything is done in a graphical font,

so there isn't even a hint of the

standard one anywhere. There's a

nice dripping tap effect on the

unfortunate effect of putting pipes in

the wrong place (which you lose

points for) or, even worse, opening

the fluid-valve by mistake, finishing

the game when you only wanted to I

"The graphics^**!!!,

are nice and -±,Z

presentation in general i

There's some great tunes in

Supa-toob. loo. And lots of 'em -

inputting a passcode, one for

the level intro. one for the game
itself, one for when you win, one
tor when you lose... You get the

picture. And they all fit the style

of the game perfectly.

The most annoying thing about

Supa-toob is the controls.

There's nothing wrong with up,

down, left, right and fire, it's just

that the cursor has a tendency to

move two squares when you only

screenshots. and decided!

hack. To my surprise, I found that

Supa-toob is written in BASICI It's

such a good game and moves so fat

that I thought it would be code, or at

least partly code, but there y'go.

Blimey.

Ail in all, Supa-toob is a nice game
It's well worth a fiver if you don't hav.

Pipemania (or are a real add
you've got it then don't bothe

However, on it's own. Supa-t

deserves...

let), b

k& Allan has said. This game Ik basically Pipemania all

lams. The concept behind Ihe game la now boring, ai

icited about, but the gams itself Is rather playable, ai

Forget about now dinner e.t.c that's sitting al the table geHing cold. It's addictlva.

bil of shame tfial Ihe general idea of (he game is now completely un -original, b
9 nor a spare £5 Jangling around In your pocket, it's worth considering _.
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There are a taw programs
(notably a quite nice platform

game called Addiction and a
Breakout-type thing called Tv
And Wall*), but them,

SAM DISKZINES

II there's one thing that's true of

SAM diskzines. it's that there's a
lot of them. Six (or seven), in

(act. It is with this information

in mind that I have compiled
this feature, reviewing, as ft

does, four SAM diskzines. I

thank you.

Blitz Bi-monthly *z
KLSJrf;-! -- Issue 3. the latest at the time of

writing, is the first after tha departure of

original editor Steve Pick, and Sffiz seems

leSAM
scene. Amongst otl

very well-produced puzzle game called

5ta>
.
a project to build an 8-bfl sampler.

50me mildly interesting stuff from the SM
newsgroup ( including a spirited debate
about the conversion of Elite). Andrew
Collier's BASIC tutorial, digitised pictures

from last April's Gloucester show (in whicl

reddy-brown. rafnerthanptati

hair), and a port of tha 128k versioi

Weidersehen Monty. The editorial.

olond

ir Surround, and n
5 good mag on the

the miraculous iy w

mist rig- loo king SAM Encyclopedia that

rted last issue is no more. Still, a good
iety of quality stuff, making up what I

a year earlier). So i

the SAM Mailing Li

Speccy conversion

s. Pah.

Network Sigma Bi-monthly (soon Ic

monthly again) El .SO

WSHm -- Issue 8. the latest at the tim

writing, proudly trumpets its 'new look',

which in fact seems to be the old look i

horrid, garish, dashing colours

.

NS is largely on edit

section, with a PD ui

Saturrts latest relea;

Srenchley claiming tl

"moving away" from

? Theer

a programming;

temet (yes, anolr

noughmag, but lacking

SAM2SAM Bi-monthly (soon to go
monthly again) £1.50

SiSiHSS SAM2SAMhas quite recently

changed hands, and is no* edited by
Doug Young, formerly of Daft. Again, the

emphasis is on editorial. There's a feature

about combining your mouse and printer

Interfaces, a Top 20 games section,

reviews Dt various newish games and PD
(and, rather pointlessly, lots of four-year-

old issues of Fred), and a cheats/tips

section. Also, about a third of the

mainly film reviews, pages and pages of

the editor's top 20 albums, and a massive
section about the X-Files. Hmm. More

SAM Files, which basically provides a
guide to every company, game, utility and
piece ot hardware for the SAM. There are.

inevitably, om missions and out-of-date bits,

but on ibe whole it's a very useful guide to

it Irritating otherwise.

Get it tor The SAM Files or if

you're an X-Files fan. 7/10

SAM Supplement About every six

weeks, at the moment £2 (or SOp with a
disk and SAE)
rJ.^r: 2 Supplement is quite different to

niost of the other 'zinas reviewed here in

two respects: firstly, it's been going for

absolutely ages (since 1990, in fact -the
latest issue is number 52), and secondly it

programming stuff. Irs not the most stylish

of mags (no parallax startields on the

menu scraenl), but this is more than made
up tor by the quality of the content. It's

mad mostly by hobbyists who spend time
actually doing things with their SAMs, so
there's tots ot interesting techy-related

tetters. Also on the editorial side, there's a
review of Wesf Coasts recent Drive
Replacement Kit, a programming help

section, and a few scraps of news. There
seem to be two main areas of emphasis in

the latest issue, though. Firstly, there's

including something with Steve Taylor's

mouse routine and a compiled E-Tracker
lune (actually Axel F. but never mind)
running together under interrupt control

quite an acheivement, I'm led to believe.

And secondly, there's some modem stuff.

Ves. rfs been a long time coming, but the

SAM now has a proper, pointer-driven

comms program, written not by Cookie
(Termite is still in development1

, or possibly
in a drawer1

), but by some foreign chap.
And its yours, on issue 52 ot Suwiement.
for E2. There's also an article on

Comms interface, which may lead to some
rather exciting developments in time.

Asad footnote is that because of a lack

ot contributions. Dave Tonks is now
co nsida ring closing Supplemanl down.
The mag used to be monthly, but recently

there just hasn't been enough material tor

it to come out regularly. Dave has

another issue out by March, n

id prevent the SAMsr.

CI;A $111 !>
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Interview
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AW Beat

Oh. what can be said about Mat
Beal that has not been said

already? Former editor of Fish and
Z2, programmer, erstwhile Crashed
contributor, software mogul and
posessor of one of the silliest

fringes in showbiz today. Leah M
Wetbat 'phones him up and asks
him some questions, then types

them into a wo idprocessor and
has them published in a computer
fanzine . .

.

Andy Davis and Martyn Sherwood:
who's right?

"it depends what the question is. They
disagree about lots of different things."

It they had a fight, who'd win?
"Well. I've never met Martyr . . . Andy's

quite big. so it Martyn's quite small he

might lose. Is this a physical fight?

How were you first introduced to the

Spectrum7

Is that true?

"Shut up. There w
win a Spectrum, ai

up anything better

Fair enough, what a

games, and why?
"Animal Smackers, be-

the floor very hard and

animals, which is a goi

musical chairs, becau;

people's sofas."

More to the point, does anyone ca

should they both be locked In a

"Lots ot people care. But I don't. I do

BobBrenchley: llfeblood of the

Spectrum or bent old bitter?

What's the best thing about ownln
Spectrum today?
"You can talk about them with your friends

and say 'Weren't they crap? and they say

Yes', then go to the pub and say 'Wasn't

Henrys Cat good?
1

. Something like that."

Favourite musical things?

My favourite pop star is Jarvis Cocker. My
.

favourite bands are Pulp and The Divine

Comedy and Gene and Stereolab and

I know. THEY'RE
1 "No they're not they're good. My favourite

albums are His N' Hers by Pulp.

Casanova by The Divine Comedy,

'This is all very strange Erm.andlo

"1 984 by Orwell. Oranges Are Not The
Only Fruit by Jeanette Winterton. Erm.
Hitch-Hiker's Guide To The Gala«y. thafs

quite good. And some other ones."

Favourite 70s disco record.

"Ooh. Erm, YMCA by The Village People
and I Will Surive by Gloria Gaynor.

Anything that's since Become a gay
anthem. I mink."

Height: 510" or 5'tt"

Weight: a stone

Waist measurement: 26
Inside leg: 32

Favourite member of Pulp: Candi

Favourite Spice Girl: "Mel 8.

she's got a Yorkshire accent a Big hair,

wiiicn would be useful it she was in a big

hair competition or something."

Favourite Doctor Who: "Sylvester

McCoy, because he's the only one
I

watched. I'm too young to remember
anyone else."

Favourite city: Manchester.

Favourite mode of transport: "My

Favourite politician: "Clare Short, at the

minute. ClementAtleewas quite good.

Favourite character from Friends:

Phoebe
Favourite SAM/Spectrum person: Chris

Bailey

Favourite Star Trek cliche: "Fuck me. a

Spectrum games. Idiot.
Favourlle films7

; another very good - Glegoryls GlrK Tne Commi

mind, cany on."

Why do you still use your Spectrum?
"I don't Oh, just playing stupid games
when your mates come round. Reliving

your childhood, really, although I don't do
that very often."

WIN the Spectrum as ft is now still be
here In ten years' time?

"Probably, because things haven't really

changed in the last three or four years.

ail And I. Monty Python And The
Holy Grail, er .

.
. Trainspotting was daac

good, speaking recently, although it's no I

ecent for Mark, so

centJy."

it tor Mark, not m

Who would you have play you In a film?

"[Thinks for several minutes] Er, 1 don't

know. That's a stupid question. I refuse to

What would you hi

gravestone?

"Ooh, hang on a mil

e wicked. Er, Mat



In teruiew
kj play a musical instrument?

'No. I pretend to play tha guitar, but rat

wry convincingly. I can play the keyboarfl

Which finger?

The index fingar on my right hand, lean
play guitar with all my fingers, but not very

If you were a busker on a street cornei
what would you alng?
"YMCA by The Village People anfl I Will

Survive by Gloria Gaynor. And French
Disko by Stereolab."

What can I do with my Year In

Provence?
'Oh, all right, you can stick it up your
And birds are something you shag,"

-New wooly jumper next to bare skin."

That's nice! Who will you vote for In

the next election?

Round here, it you want to get rid of th

Tories, which we all do, obviously, then
you should vote Labour. But my pe'soi
preference would be the Liberal

Democrats."

What's betler: CDs or vinyl? And why?
"Vinyl. Because it you buy a CD you get a
crappy little bag and it feels like you've
spent 15 quid on nothing, and it you buy
vinyl it's cheaper, and you get a nice big

bag, so it feels like you've got something
(or your money when you're on the bus an
the way home. And also, you can get

coloured vinyl. Of course you can get

id CDs as

same. And CDs aren't that much better

really - ifs just a lie put about by O
magazine and Virgin 1215."

Which Is rather pointless really. It you
consider that If the sound quality of
CDs Is any better ii'd be completely
obliterated by being broadcast on
Virgin 1215.

"Unless you live in London, where it's got
an FM licence. I AM THE KING OF
RADIO LICENCING FACTS."

The SAM: the single greatest threat to
the wellbeifig of the Spectrum today, oi

an obscure, nicely eccentric home
computer?
"I don't know. Probably the second one."

Who's sexy?
"Richard Fairbrass. from Right Said Fred.

to the extent that he is too sexy for his

Where are you, and what ai

Do you want the list? Jarvis Cocker,
Russell Senior (who is. lor our less

informed readers, the violinist In Pulp) .
.

,

Who are Pulp, just for the benefit of our
less Informed readers?

"For the benefit of our less informed

readers, they are a pop group. Andtorour

Erm. the bloke out ot The Bluetones (Mark
Morris,

I believe he's called), Justine
Frischmann (the singer in Elastica).

I can't

think of anyone else - I'm sure there have
been others, Ob -a Friend. One of the
Fhends. Chandler."

Chandler Blng!

"Chandler Bing, yes. I wish I had a

Excellent, yes. Are you aver going to
finish sny of your myriad films, plays,

books, sitcoms snd things?
"Nol Thatwould spoil the whole thing"

How many have you got on the go at
the moment?
"The film, called Get Cocker, a soap opera
called Bollocks, a film

I wrote over a year
ago called The Flowering Inferno but will

probably never be completed, a book
called The Making Of The Flowering
Inferno, which I might finish one day, and
J'Aime Ca Vie De Merde: The Life Of Mark
Sturdy, which is a surrealist play in four

I've finished that, actually.

That's o

Understandably. What are you
wearing?

"It's very boring, unfortunately. 8lack
socks. Bedford CorrJs jeans, which are

blue, and a grey wooly jumper. And a
skinny white T-shirt which says Courage
Best Bitter' on it. And that s it. Ob, and a
watch. And some pants, obviously-

Lousy stinking commie. Who's the
greatest Prime Minister we never had?
"Er . . . Kinnock."

Blimey. What's your favourite line from

it's like a travel lodge. So the vibes are
like you've just been on a long motorway
journey arid you've just had your tea in

Little Chef. I suppose. It's quite nice,

actually. Its quite relaxing in this room. All

pastel colours and things."

If there was one person In the world
you'd like to look like, who would It be?
"Jarvis Cocker, so that the next time

"[Resignedly] Boxers."

Which Is best: boxers or briefs?

Ves, I do, it's briefs.

"Yes, lefs say it is, for the sake of the

argument. I couldn't give a toss."

What's your favourite Issue of

Crashed?
"Issue 0. and the one with Sir Cllve

Sinclair on the front"

I AM LEAH M WETBAT.
"

.
. .because I'd look like I What are you like when you're drunk?

"Atwat. No. don't print that, it's a nide
word. Silly, that's better."

Shaving: wet or dry?



Interuiew

What Is your favourite method tor

getting things oul from between your

teeth?

"I think that's largely a meat-eaters'

problem, isn't it? I'm a vegetarian, so I

don't get bits of dead animal stuck

Why are you are a vegetarian?

"Because I don't approve of moderi

farming methods, as it anyone coul

What's your earliest childhood

memory?
"Going to see my sister Being Bom

le floor, and you hac

togetth

actually

What were you like as s baby?
"My parents say I was quiet and good-
looking. So somewhere along the line.

something went horribly wrong."

When was the last time you were really

"Friday. For our less informed readers, it

Is now Monday"

How many plrrts7

bitwet. Twelve. Hundred,"

What was the last thing you ate?

"Ayoghurt A banana and raspBerry

yoghurt."

Oh yes! What's your favourite flavour

of yoghurt?

"Banana and raspberry, today."

Yes, regularly.

"Why?" Why not?

"Look what happened the last time!"

To make myself beautiful.

"1 only comb it to get Wood out of it" Did you enjoy doing Fish?

"Yes. Up to a point."

When was the last time you had blood

in your hair? And what was it doing Was It any good?
there? "No. Ask me if 1 en|ojsd doing 72"
"Christmas Eue. 1 went round to my
friend's house. Because his family don't Did you enjoy doing Z2?

the attic, so he's got a low ceiling, which 1

banged my head on. Then
1 dropped to Why not?

the floor and started rolling around "1 dont want to say anthing nasty about
screaming. Apparently 1 went quiet for David . . . it was just one disaster after

about 10 minutes, then 1 said 'Barney, another."

thaf s a horrible lumper, which 1 don't

actually remember, so presumably 1 was What's your happiest Spectrum-related
unconscious for a while, during which time memory?
my friends just pointed at me and laughed "Winning it in the raffle last week."
which is the measure of my friends.

Anyway, then 1 went back to this other Do you think you'll still be using a
person's house where a party was going Spectrum In 10 years' time?
on. and 1 realized I'd got blood in my hair. "Wouldn't have thought so."

s your best friend?

Well, which of your friends would you
most like to, say. be stuck In a lift, or

dimb Everest, with?

'Lidija Owen, the one who was cleaning

3 in 10 years' time. If I fiavea

nvolves using a computer, then

. Probably a really futuristic one

iverything in the world, or

Where would you like to be In 10 years

time?

"I have absolutely no idea. Editing the

Sunday Times. No, that's ridiculous."

You are the next Andrew Nell.

"Hopefully not. No, I don't know. I don't

know what I'm going to be doing next

"Oh.

she gets a copy. ,

e's lovely. No, her boyfriend

ight read it. then there'd Be trouble. E
le's reasonably fit, but not so fit you'd

ant to, like, do anything."

How do you know I wouldn't?

"Oh, shut up. Mark. No. she's quite ni

yes. but I've never really thought abou

comb? "Me toHair maintenence: brush
"I don't use either. I run my
through my hair first thing in the rt

I'm very sorry to say. I'm sure all

readers have an image of me as I

veil-groomed person,

ly fingers through it"

You are a disgusting monkey boy and

in drag and everything.

What's the best thing you've

programmed on a Spectrum?
"Random Insult Generator."

Idon'iknow. I've never understood
what that song's about.

"Yes. then. I do. And now I've got to go."

And on that note. Mat went somewhere
else and let another person use the

'phone, and I came here to spend two
hours typing this ruddy thing In, only to

realize I wasn't quite sure what to put In

the box at the end. Next issue? God
knows. Harry Secombe, or someone.

(HiASHIZU



Public Expositive1

This picture has
been censored by

the Iranian

government.

1
LIFE SUX by Galaxy Inc.

Casualty J really fell ralher limp -

thai shouldn't happen >o i nulla

shure was purfly mall. The Galaxy

evan declared dimselt a Zsar of

the Spectrum, but donl 1st the
n. They just need a lot ol leva and

Thct s your lot until next issue.

Porn,/' have o get rid if that 'fri ossoc/ot/on tit'

now. FP Libra fu ih se days

They really don't cans der U3 ^ner .Tsk.
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htrvit"', e/o=p, Th. AMomj Fomljy anj Th. Witch™ Horn

fefng Pawl Horn. Cwryirting Weekly opptari rn JVC. faforvi

Fi,hp,s*. ; ,«*„™i Jot,™ Wii™ fctirvlnwt Public CpMur. ,t
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Issue 16
Crashed celebrates it's 2nd

birthday. Preview of <mm%m
Kaboom!, Public exposure.

J*tE¥' E3Game OnUet Set Willy

special, Burglar Bob
"'..(JJSMto

reviewed, Retro Reviews, ESSE,
and Allan's 'Diary Of A -"-"Fao,
Spectrumite". plus about 4 • 'Mf*
pages of now useless NSSS m°show Info.

Ho bum, nevermind.

Crashed celebrates it's

birthday, again, with a

special 4 page article

looking back over the past 2

years of Crashed. Reviews
of Momentum and Quadrax,
and a bloody complex map
of Jet Set Willy 2.

Plus, stunning pictures from

the NSSS show, as well as
the usual hot gossip.

®imiftm

CRASHED Posters

STILL ONLY £2.99

High quality A3 sized posters of Crashed covers. Poster 1

features issue 10/11's cover 'Amalthea', and poster 2
features issue 14's 'Grubbing for Gold' cover. Both posters
were drawn by Steven Pick.

' CRRSHED mail order softuiarell i games are new and boxed with instruction*, Inlays, ai

»ny freebies (such as badges, maps, etc.) included.

" Barry Mcguigan's World Championship Boxing n Cubey ° Die Alien Slime <= Enterprise = Leviathon = Protector
<• Rad Ramp Racer ° War Recruit

80p
> Angle Ball - Canyon Warrior = Chronos - Collision Course -, Colony = F-f6 Fighting Falcon = Gregory Loses His
Clock ° Hacker 2 - Jackal 8 Wide - Jonah Barrington's Squash - Knuckle-Busters - Legend Of TTie Amazon Women
" Ma|ik " Micro Mouse ° Milk Race " Prowler = Pulse Warrior n Raid (Over Moscow) ° Rapid Fire
Rasterscan n Rebel - Rescue On Fradalus ° Shard Of Inovar n strike - T-Bird

£1,00

= Cisco Heat - Stifflip 8 Co. o Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles (Platform) = Welltris



Persona

ProTracker 2: The ultimate music package. Highly regarded by top SAM
programmers & musicians. Supported by Fred's Vision C. £18.00

Midi Sequencer Version 3: The latest version of this powerful package. This

program is easily on par with professional packages on 16/32 bit machines.

(Upgrades available from earlier versions - ask for details). £15.00

Ice Chicken: The latest title from ESI, authors of E-Tracker & Bugulators. Over

100 challenging screens of arcade fun! Based on the classic Pengu. £5.00

Booty: Enhanced version of the Spectrum classic, with 50% more challenging

screens to conquer! Help Jim the Cabin Boy steal the ghostly pirates treasure.

Graphics by Steve Pick. £5.00

Manic Miner: The all time Spectrum classic, but with over 3 times the number of

screens, plus enhanced graphics and music. £6.00

Blitz: Our regular diskzine, with something for all tastes! Edited by Steve

"Pickasso" Pick. Regular contributions by top SAM programmers. £2.00

For full details of these, and the many other titles in the Persona range, please

send an SAE to the address below. We also have a limited selection of hardware

available - please ask for details.

31 Ashwood Drive, Brandlesholme, Bury, BL8 1HF.

Tel: 0161 7970651 Fax: 0162 526 3391


